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Abstract : Virtualization a fifteen letter Buzzword word that has amazed everyone which has a such a powerful
application in computing world. The interest in virtualization has been growing steadily among the computing
community in the last few years. Virtualization provides many benefits which most of scientist and research state as –
greater efficiency in CPU utilization, greener IT with less power consumption, better management through central
environment control, more availability, reduced project timelines by eliminating hardware procurement, more central
control of the desktop, and improved outsourcing services etc and list goes on. With these benefits, it is no wonder that
virtualization has quickly evolved from concept to reality. The technologies that are used for servers, clients, storage,
and networks are being virtualized to create flexible and cost effective infrastructures. Snapshot a coin word root lies in
photography which is related to photo click ,in the same way snapshot in computing world is a state of machine at a
particular time. Virtualization is now a basic fundamental like programming language rather than concept so the focus of
this review paper is to familiarize with the coin word Virtualization, it's types ,its application ,features and use of
snapshot in virtualization.
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I. INTRO DUCTIO N
The aim of this art icle is to present the basic principles of virtualization and use of snapshot in virtualization .This art icle
will have brief introduction to coin word virtualization ,its types,benefits and use of snapshot in virtualization.
Virtualization as a concept was developed for the first t ime by IBM in 1960s. During 1980s and 1990s, desktop
computers and x86 servers became much more available and, therefore, virtualization had not undergone any significant
progress at that period. The client-server applications and emergence of operating systems Windows and Linu x made
both the server technologies and home PCs marked ly cheaper. Ho wever, new challenges have appeared, such as time consuming maintenance of the existing co mputers, high operating cost or high failure rate, wh ich led to the dev elop ment
of x86 virtualizat ion. Virtualization has increased the effectiveness dramatically and reduced the overall IT expenses.[1].
In general v irtualization is concept in wh ich so called virtual objects are created. These objects are virtual which
means not real .So v irtualization is a non tangible concept .Virtualization can be performed at various levels of co mputer
ranging fro m hardware to software .We can have virtual disk ,virtual memo ry ,v irtual p rocessor etc by use of
virtualizat ion tools. Virtualizat ion allo ws more operating systems run in one physical machine, e.g. Windows, Linu x etc.
The number of v irtual machines that can run simu ltaneously in one mach ine depends on hardware specification. At
present, virtual machines are imp lemented in most data centers as normal servers but with much less maintenance and
administration cost. This technology potential is huge and plays a great role in the computer science future [2]
In today's world online backup has become most important issue. Snapshot is a feasible method to ensure the proper
persistence availability of data .In co mputer systems, a snapshot is the state of a system at a particular po int in time. The
term was coined as an analogy to that in photography. It can refer to an actual copy of the s tate of a system or to a
capability provided by certain systems.[3] There are three basic type of snapshot,one is based on file system, another
based on storage sub system and last one based on volume manager.
II. VIRTUALIZATION B EN EFITS
Consolidation of servers definitely is the greatest benefit of virtualizat ion. Virtualization has become a saving means of
about 60% of companies. Their IT departments have been transforming the physical servers to the virtual ones. Such
transformation has several advantages .
A). Continui ty of operation and high avail ability
The virtual server is separated from a particu lar physical hardware and can easily be backed up and restored in another
hardware or another locality. Advanced virtualizat ion technologies thus allo w the transfer of a virtual server to another
physical server without disconnection of working users, even in applicat ions not supporting the high availab ility solution
at all.
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B).Scalability
The separation of the physical hardware fro m the indiv idual v irtual servers and stations allows an easy increase of the
applications performance by a simp le addit ion of a new hardware in the existing infrastructure. If, for examp le, the
number of demands made on a server is increased, the memory or CPU performance can simply be increased in the
administration console. The same it is with the addition of any other hardware allowed by the given virtualizat ion
technology. Attendance simplification and cost of operation reduction Thanks to the reduction of the number o f physical
servers, automated installation of new servers fro m templates, their easy transferability to another hardware, and thanks
to the centralized ad min istration tools, the attendance activities during the servers and applications installation and
operation have been simplified significantly.
C).More effecti ve admi nistrati on
The symbiosis of a company IT environ ment and its commercial needs should be the primary aim of the consolidation.
The aim of the IT consolidation is mainly to shorten the perio d of the return on investment in the IT infrastructure and to
reduce the expenses related to IT ad ministration. The ad ministration of an increasing number of servers, working stations
and other devices of the co mpany IT infrastructure can be expensive and demanding fro m the capacity point of view.
Working stations consolidation eliminates the autonomous admin istration disadvantages to a great extent. IT depart ments
can administer and maintain the software on such stations much more effect ively, including th e central application of
safety patches and correction packets. A unique, consolidated and consistent environment in a company can increase the
emp loyees’ labour productivity and reduce the expenses. A unique setting and compliance with the configuration p olicy
guarantees much less vulnerability of the centrally ad ministered stations towards the safety threats[4]
III. TYPES OF VIRTUALTIZATION
Generally speaking, virtualization falls into three categories: Operating System, Storage, and Applications.It depe nds on
an person to person how he defines it and classifies it. Around the world wide web and different books one may find a
huge content on the classification of v irtualization. The best classification and introduction to each according to us of
speciﬁc categories is as follows:
A).Software (Operating System) Virtualization
The most used out form of v irtualization today, virtual operating systems (or virtual mach ines) are quickly beco ming a
core co mponent of the IT fraternity. Generally, this is the form of virtualization end-users are most familiar now days by
using software like v m worksation and virtual bo x etc. Virtual mach ines are typically fu ll implementations of standard
operating systems, such as Windows Vista or RedHat Enterprise Linu x, running s imultaneously on the same physical
hardware. Virtual Machine Managers (VMMs) manage each virtual machine individually; each OS instance is unaware
that 1) it ’s virtual and 2) that other virtual operating systems are (or may be) running at the same time. Co mpanies like
Microsoft, VMware, Intel, and AMD are lead ing the way in breaking the physical relationship between an operating
system and its native hard ware, extending this parad ig m into the data center. The ultimate goal it is to save money of the
enterprises on hardware, co-location fees, rack space, power, cable management, and more.
B).Server Virtualization
Application Server Virtualizat ion has been around since the ﬁrst load balancer, wh ich explains why ―application
virtualizat ion‖ is often used as a synonym for advanced load balancing. The core concept of application server
virtualizat ion is best seen with a reverse pro xy load balancer: an appliance o r service that provides access to many
different applicat ion services transparently. In a typical dep loyment, a reverse proxy will host a virtual interface
accessible to the end user on the ―front end.‖ On the ―back end,‖ the reverse pro xy will load balance a number of
different servers and applicat ions such as a web server. The virtual interface—often referred to as a Virtual IP or VIP—is
exposed to the outside world, represents itself as the actual web server, and manages the connections to and fro m the web
server as needed. This enables the load balancer to manage multip le web servers or applications as a single instance,
providing a mo re secure and robust topology than one allowing users direct access to individual web servers.
Application Server Virtualization can be applied to many types of application deployments and architectures and it is
gaining a huge popularity in research arena as it has many horizons to be covered as day to day limit of data and severs
optimizing it are increasing.
C).Network Virtualizati on
Network v irtualization is one of the most ambiguous, speciﬁc deﬁnit ion of virtualiza tion is tough to describe as Network
is wast domain and each has different saying on it. A simp le examp le of network v irtualization is a VLAN: a single
Ethernet port may support mult iple v irtual connections fro m mu lt iple IP addresses and networks, but they are virtually
segmented using VLAN tags. Each virtual IP connection over this single physical port is independent and unaware of
others’ existence, but the switch is aware of each unique connection and manages each one independently. Another
example is virtual routing tables. The single routing table will contain mu ltiple routes for each virtual connection, but
they are still managed in a single table. Virtual routing tables change that paradigm into a one:many relat ionship, where
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any single physical interface can maintain mu lt iple routing tables, each with mu ltip le entries. This p rovides the interface
with the ability to bring up (and tear down) routing services on the ﬂy for one network without interrupting other services
and routing tables on that same interface.
D).Hardware Virtualization
Hardware virtualizat ion is very similar in concept to OS/Platform v irtualization, and to some extent or rathe saying
dependent on OS v irtualization will not be cruel. Hard ware v irtualization breaks up pieces and locations of physical
hardware into independent segments and manages those segments as separate, individual co mponents. Although they fall
into different classiﬁcations, both symmetric and asymmet ric mu ltiprocessing are examp les of hardware virtualizat ion. In
both instances, the process requesting CPU time isn’t aware which processor it’s going to run on; it just requests CPU
time fro m the OS scheduler and the scheduler takes the responsibility of allocating processor time. As far as the process
is concerned, it could be spread across any number of CPUs and any part of RAM, so long as it’s able to run unaffected.
Another example of hard ware v irtualization is ―slicing‖: carv ing out precise portions of the system to run in a ―walled
garden,‖ such as allocating a ﬁxed 25% of CPU resources to bulk encryption. If there are no processes that need to
crunch numbers on the CPU for block encryption, then that 25% of the CPU will go un -utilized. If too many processes
need mathemat ical co mputations at once and require mo re than 25%, they will be queued and run as a FIFO buffer
because the CPU isn’t allowed to g ive out more than 25% o f its resources to encryption. This type of hardware
virtualizat ion is sometimes referred to as pre-allocation. Asymmetric mu ltiprocessing is a form of pre-allocation
virtualizat ion where certain tasks are only run on certain CPUs. In contrast, symmetric mult iprocessing is a form of
dynamic allocation, where CPUs are interchangeable and used as needed by any part of the management system. Each
classiﬁcation of hardware v irtualization is unique and has value, depending on the imp lementation. Pre -allocation
virtualizat ion is perfect for very speciﬁc hardware tasks, such as ofﬂoading functions to a highly optimized, single purpose chip. However, pre-allocation of co mmodity hardware can cause artiﬁcial resource shortages if the allocated
chunk is underutilized. Dynamic allocation v irtualization is a mo re standard approach and typically offers greater beneﬁt
when co mpared to pre-allocation. Fo r true virtual service provisioning, dynamic resource allocation is important because
it allows complete hardware management and control for resources as needed; virtual resources can be allocated as long
as hardware resources are still available. The downside to dynamic allocation imp lementations is that they typically do
not provide full control over the dynamicity, leading to processes which can consume all available resources .A another
classification to them includes which most researches believe and first to come in mind are full virtualizat ion and para
virtualizat ion.The terms snapshot ,Teleportation etc refer to hardware virtualization .Hypervisors play the crucial ro le in
determining the type ,usefulness and working of hardware virtualizat ion
F.)Storage Virtualization
The most important one or rather to say a crucial one is the storage virtualizat ion. Day by day increase of large chunks of
data lead to data centers ,cloud computing etc is not new to us .The general classificat ion of them are in two c ategories:
Block virtualizat ion is best summed up by Storage Area Network (SAN) and Network Attached Storage (NAS)
technologies: distributed storage networks that appear to be single physical devices. Under the hood, SAN devices
themselves typically imp lement another form of Storage Virtualization: RAID. iSCSI is another very common and
speciﬁc virtual imp lementation of block v irtualization, allo wing an operating system or application to map a v irtual b lock
device, such as a mounted drive, to a local networ k adapter (software or hard ware) instead of a physical d rive controller.
The iSCSI network adapter translates block calls fro m the application to network packets the SAN understands and then
back again, essentially providing a virtual hard drive .File virtualization moves the virtual layer up into the more hu man consumable ﬁle and d irectory structure level. Most ﬁle virtualization technologies sit in front of storage networks and
keep track of which ﬁles and directories reside on which storage devices, main tain ing global mappings of ﬁle locations.
[5]
IV. OVERVIEW OF SNAPS HOT
The software industry is evolving to highly modern and efficient service o riented arch itectures that are targeted to
provide service to increasingly large numbers of end users. In o rder to provide appropriate scale-out any kind o f h iccups
in the service infrastructure needs to be prevented as well avoided to. Currently, one of the most common bottlenecks in
these information systems is the huge chunks of database that stores the pe rsistent data. This is major cause of the
reasons why database replication has received a lot of attention in the last few years and Data science has got a huge
boost. Basic approach to safely backing up live data is to temporarily disable write access to data during the backup,
either by stopping the accessing applications or by using the locking API p rovided by the operating system to enforce
exclusive read access. This is tolerable for low-availability systems . High-availab ility 24/7 systems, however, cannot
bear service halts. To avoid downtime, h igh-availability systems may instead perform the backup on a snapshot —a readonly copy of the data set frozen at a point in time—and allo w applicat ions to continue writing to their data. In some
systems once the initial snapshot is taken of a data set, subsequent snapshots copy the changed data only, and use a
system of pointers to reference the initial snapshot. This method of pointer-based snapshots consumes less disk capacity
than if the data set was repeatedly cloned. Read-write snapshots are sometimes called branching snapshots, because they
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implicitly create diverging versions of their data. Aside fro m backups and data recovery, read -write snapshots are
frequently used in virtualization , sandboxing and virtual hosting setups because of their usefulness in managing changes
to large sets of files.[6]Snapshot are imp lemented in volu me mangers ,file system, v irtualization and databases. The
implementation are in general .In recent years new patents and research have made new techniques and imp lementation
of snapshot. Here the differential snapshot are i.e basically two types of differential snapshots: copy -on-write and
redirect-on-write are explained as follo ws:
A )Copy-on-write snapshot: At the time when the snapshot is created, a s mall volu me of space is allocated as a
snapshot volume with respect to the source volume space. Upon the first write to a data block after the snapshot, the
original data of the block is copied fro m the source volu me to the snapshot volume. After copying, the write operation is
performed on the block in the source volu me. As a result, the data image at the time of the snapshot is preserved. The
combination of the source volume and the snapshot volume presents the point -in-time image of the data. After the
snapshot is created, all subsequent read I/Os are perfo rmed on the source volume.
B)Redirect-on-write snapshot:Copy-on-write requires three I/ O operations upon the first write to a b lock (1) read the
original b lock fro m the source volu me, (2) write the original b lock to the snapshot volume, and (3) write the new data in
the source volume. These I/O operations are done at production time, wh ich has effects on the performance. To overco me
this, one can do redirect-on-write that leaves the original block in the source volume intact and the new write operation is
performed on the snapshot volume. Th is eliminates the extra I/O operations of the copy -on-write method. After the
snapshot, all subsequent write I/ Os are performed on the s napshot volume while read I/ Os may be fro m source volu me or
snapshot volume depending on whether the block has been changed since the snapshot. The point -in-time image of the
data at the time of a snapshot is the source volume itself since the source volume has been read-only since the snapshot
time. The source volume will be updated at a later time, hopefully not in production time, by copying data from the
snapshot volume.[7] In simple terms copy on write follows a snail based process first reading ,then making replica and
then writing on original and finally updating while red irect on write does it in simple manner by doing the later
operation on replica copy.
Now a brief introduction of two snapshot file technologies used in Linu x operating system and Microscoft operating
system. Shadow Copy(also known as Volu me Snapshot Service,Vo lu me Shadow Copy Serv iceorVSS), is a technology
included in Microsoft Windows that allows taking manual or automat ic backup copies or snapshots of computer files or
volumes, even when they are in use. It is imp lemented as a Windows service called theVolu me Shadow Copyservice.
Shadow Copy technology requires the file system to be NTFS an obivo reason is at it as Windows system
implementation ,to be able to create and store shado w copies. Shadow Cop ies can be created on local and external
(removable or network) volu mes by any Windows component that uses this technology, such as when creating a
scheduled Windows Backup or automatic System Restore point. LVM is a logical volu me mana ger for the Linu x kernel
that manages disk drives and similar mass -storage devices.LVM is co mmon ly used for the following purposes:Managing
large hard d isk farms by allowing disks to be added and replaced without downtime or service disruption, in co mb inat ion
with hot swapping.On s mall systems (like a desktop at home), instead of having to estimate at installation time how big a
partition might need to be in the future, LVM allo ws file systems to be easily re sized later as needed. Performing
consistent backups by taking snapshots of the logical volu mes. Creating single logical volu mes of mult iple physical
volumes or entire hard disks (somewhat similar to RAID 0, but more similar to JBOD), allo wing for dynamic volu me
resizing.
If a co mparison is done on both the technologies result would come as negative as both in present world of co mputing
needs to be updated and most researchers believes the new version of LVM is better in co mparison to its windows
counterpart .Most of them are just hypothesis actual research and implementation of them is to be tested and verified
V. CO NCLUSIONS
In this paper ,an overlook of the buzzwords virtualiation and snapshot and basics are explained. This paper gives us
brief insight on a aura of informat ion and research needed to be done on the field of snapshot and virtualization. Based on
hypothesis and theory we firmly believe that virtualization is now basic alphabet in computing world. Seeing the increase
of data day by the day the present technologies of snapshot need to be enhanced .In the present computing field the
knowledge of these buzzwords are essential and the doors of imagination and imp lementation are open in the field of
virtualization
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